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DISCRETE MAXIMAL OPERATORS OVER SURFACES OF HIGHER
CODIMENSION
THERESA C. ANDERSON, ANGEL V. KUMCHEV, AND EYVINDUR A. PALSSON
Abstract. Integration over curved manifolds with higher codimension and, separately,
discrete variants of continuous operators, have been two important, yet separate themes
in harmonic analysis, discrete geometry and analytic number theory research. Here we
unite these themes to study discrete analogues of operators involving higher (intermediate)
codimensional integration. We consider a maximal operator that averages over triangular
configurations and prove several bounds that are close to optimal. A distinct feature of our
approach is the use of multilinearity to obtain nontrivial ℓ1-estimates by a rather general
idea that is likely to be applicable to other problems.
1. Introduction
Operators involving integration along a curved smooth manifold have been a central theme
in harmonic analysis and related fields. Curvature adds subtlety to the analysis of such
operators; for example, celebrated bounds for the spherical maximal function by Stein [44]
and Bourgain [6] are significantly more delicate than the respective bounds for the classical
Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator on Euclidean space. Operators involving integration
over a curved manifold of codimension 1 or d ´ 1 in Rd have been extensively studied in a
variety of contexts, already providing a wide range of challenges; see for example [47] and the
references therein. When the integration involves a manifold of intermediate codimension,
the analysis becomes even more intricate and involved and the problem of bounding such
operators turns into a much more difficult problem. It is therefore not surprising that results
for such operators are more scarce in the literature.
Another area of extensive study involves discrete variants of continuous operators. Ini-
tiated by work of Bourgain [7] in ergodic theory, research in this direction has contin-
ued to evolve into a standalone subfield of harmonic analysis following the pivotal work
of Magyar, Stein and Wainger [39], where they considered the discrete analogue of the
spherical maximal function. Several authors have proved maximal and/or improving in-
equalities for discrete operators over lattice points on surfaces of arithmetic interest; see
[1, 2, 10, 13, 21, 24, 25, 29, 31, 35, 36, 41] for some such results. A distinctive feature of such
work is the interplay between analysis and number theory, as the arithmetic properties of the
underlying discrete set play a central role when the analogous continuous operator involves
curvature. Indeed, in almost all cases, even the asymptotics for the size of the underlying
set of lattice points lead to number-theoretic problems with a long and rich history.
In this paper, we consider a problem that belongs to both of these bodies of research. We
study a discrete averaging operator, where we average over equilateral triangles with vertices
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in Zd: namely,
p#Vλq´1
ÿ
pu,vqPVλ
fpx´ uqgpx´ vq, (1.1)
where the summation is over the point set
Vλ “
 pu,vq P Zd ˆ Zd : |u|2 “ |v|2 “ |u´ v|2 “ λ(
“  pu,vq P Zd ˆ Zd : |u|2 “ |v|2 “ 2u ¨ v “ λ(,
| ¨ | being the Euclidean norm on Rd. It is clear from the second representation of Vλ that
Vλ “ ∅ for odd λ. On the other hand, when λ is a large even integer and the dimension d is
not too small, one expects that #Vλ — λd´3. This bound certainly holds in the dimensions
we consider, for example from the results of Raghavan [43] (or from Theorem 2 below). Thus,
we may replace the operator (1.1) with
Tλpf, gqpxq “ λ3´d
ÿ
pu,vqPVλ
fpx´ uqgpx´ vq, (1.2)
which is slightly more convenient to work with.
The motivation for studying this particular operator comes from point configuration ques-
tions that generalize the Erdo˝s distance problem and its continuous analogue, the Falconer
distance problem. In the continuous setting, specific bounds on such averaging operators
have been used to establish Falconer type theorems for triangles [18, 19], as well as hav-
ing been studied independently [42]. In the setting of Zd, a precursor to the operator we
study appeared in the work of Magyar [38], where he established a Ramsey type theorem for
simplices by building on his earlier work for distances [37]. We also mention that we have
recently learned of forthcoming related independent work [14].
Our main results—Theorem 1 below and its corollary—establish that the corresponding
maximal operator is bounded from ℓppZdqˆ ℓqpZdq to ℓrpZdq for a range of choices for p, q, r.
To the best of our knowledge, these are the first examples of discrete maximal inequalities
where the underlying continuous manifold has codimension greater than 1. In analogy with
the classical theory of interpolation of operators between Lp spaces, we say that a bounded
operator T that maps ℓppZdq ˆ ℓqpZdq into ℓrpZdq is of type pp, q; rq. In this terminology, we
prove the following.
Theorem 1. Let d ě 9 and p ą p0pdq “ max
`
32
d`8 ,
d`4
d´2
˘
. Then the maximal operator
T ˚pf, gq “ sup
λPN
|Tλpf, gq|
is of type pp,8; pq.
By symmetry, T ˚ is of course also of type p8, p; pq. Interpolation between these two results
shows that T ˚ is of type pp, q; rq whenever r ą p0pdq and 1p ` 1q “ 1r . Recalling that ℓppZdq
spaces increase with p, we obtain the following corollary on the boundedness of T ˚.
Corollary. Let d ě 9 and p0pdq be as above. The maximal operator T ˚ is of type pp, q; rq
whenever r ą p0pdq and 1 ď p, q ď 8 with 1p ` 1q ě 1r .
The full range of triples pp, q, rq for which this corollary establishes the boundedness of T ˚
is depicted on Figure 1. Each triple pp, q, rq is represented by the point p1
p
, 1
q
, 1
r
q in the unit
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1
p
1
q
1
r
`
0, 1, 1
p0
˘`0, 1p0 , 1p0˘`
1
p0
, 0, 1
p0
˘
Figure 1. Points p1
p
, 1
q
, 1
r
q with T ˚ of type pp, q; rq.
cube. The corollary applies to all the triples pp, q, rq for which the respective point lies in
the displayed solid polyhedron, with exception of its top face (colored red).
It is natural to ask how close these results are to being best possible. The condition
p ą d{pd ´ 3q appears at several places in our argument in ways that suggest that it may
be a natural barrier for the problem. We have more to say about this, but we defer such
discussion to the last section of the paper. If one accepts this restriction, however, and also
insists that the range of p include p “ 2, then the condition d ě 7 on the dimension quickly
emerges.
We should point out that to reach the full strength of the results stated above we rely
substantially on the multilinearity of the operator Tλ. In particular, unlike much of the
existing work on discrete maximal operators, we leverage this multilinearity to obtain non-
trivial ℓ1-bounds, which we combine with more traditional ℓ2-bounds. Without this idea, we
would have to increase the value of p0pdq to pd` 16q{pd` 4q.
As in past work on discrete averages over surfaces of codimension 1, bounds on ℓ2pZdq
play a central role in our arguments. To that end, we analyze the Fourier multiplier of Tλ,xTλpξ,ηq “ λ3´d ÿ
pu,vqPVλ
epξ ¨ u` η ¨ vq,
where epxq “ e2piix. Raghavan [43] used the theory of Siegel modular forms to prove gen-
eral results on simultaneous representations of integers by positive definite quadratic forms.
Raghavan’s work yields an asymptotic formula forxTλp0, 0q when d ě 7. His results were later
improved on by Kitaoka in a series of papers during the 1980s. In particular, Kitaoka [32]
showed that the asymptotic formula for xTλp0, 0q holds when d “ 6. The reader interested in
this topic should see also important work of Hsia, Kitaoka, and Kneser [23] and Ellenberg
and Venkatesh [17] that uses p-adic methods. More recently, Dietmann and Harvey [16] and
Brandes [11] applied a version of the circle method pioneered by Davenport [15] and Birch [5]
to generalize Raghavan’s theorem to forms of arbitrary degree k ě 2; their work gives an
asymptotic formula forxTλp0, 0q when d ě 13 (see [11, Theorem 1.1]). In this paper, we apply
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the Hardy–Littlewood circle method directly to the Diophantine equations defining Vλ. This
allows us to make use of moment estimates for exponential sums and to extend Raghavan’s
asymptotic to the general multiplier xTλpξ,ηq for all d ě 7. More importantly, when d ě 9,
we are able to leverage our approximation for the multiplier to an approximation for the
operator in ℓppZdq, p ą p0pdq.
In order to state our approximation results, we need to introduce some notation. For
vectors x,y P Rk, we write
spxq “ x1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xk, φpx,yq “
`|x|2, 2x ¨ y, |y|2˘.
When q,m, n P N, a P Z3, α P T3, ξ, η P T, we define
gpq; a, m, nq “ q´2
qÿ
r“1
qÿ
s“1
eqpa ¨ φpr, sq `mr ` nsq, (1.3)
VNpα; ξ, ηq “
ż N
´N
ż N
´N
epα ¨ φpx, yq ` ξx` ηyq dxdy, (1.4)
where eqpxq “ epx{qq. Finally, we fix a smooth cutoff function Φ on Rd so that Φpξq “ 1
when maxj |ξj | ď 18 and Φpξq “ 0 when maxj |ξj| ě 14 .
The next theorem states our asymptotic formula for the multiplier xTλpξ,ηq. While we
do not need this result directly in the proof of Theorem 1, such approximations are of
independent interest: see [2, 13, 24, 36, 39]. We include this theorem here, since its proof
requires little work beyond what is needed to prove our main results.
Theorem 2. Let d ě 7 and λ P N be large. Then, for all ξ,η P Rd and any fixed ε ą 0, one
has
xTλpξ,ηq “ 8ÿ
q“1
ÿ
m,nPZd
Gλpq;m,nqΦqpξq,mqΦqpηq,nqIλpξq,m,ηq,nq `Oε
`
λ´1{14`ε
˘
, (1.5)
the series on the right being absolutely convergent. Here, Φqpξq “ Φpqξq, ξq,m “ ξ ´ q´1m,
Gλpq;m,nq “
ÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
eqp´λspaqq
dź
j“1
gpq; a, mj, njq,
Iλpξ,ηq “
ż
R3
" dź
j“1
V1
`
β;λ1{2ξj, λ1{2ηj
˘*
ep´spβqq dβ.
Moreover, if λ is even, one has
1 ÀxTλp0, 0q À 1.
Before we state our main approximation to Tλ, we pause for a moment to observe that
since
T ˚pf, gq ď }g}8 ¨ T ˚p|f |, 1q, (1.6)
we may, for the proof of Theorem 1, focus on the restriction of Tλ to its first argument,
Tλf “ Tλpf, 1q.
In particular, we establish our main approximation formula, given by the next theorem, for
Tλf only.
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Theorem 3 (Approximation formula). Let d ě 9 and p ą p0pdq. When λ P N, one has
Tλf “Mλf ` Eλf, (1.7)
where:
(i) Mλ is the convolution operator with Fourier multiplier
xMλpξq “ cd 8ÿ
q“1
ÿ
mPZd
Gλpq;m, 0qΦpqξ ´mqĂdS`λ1{2pξ ´ q´1mq˘,
with cd ą 0 and ĂdSpξq being the Fourier transform of the Euclidean surface measure
on the unit sphere in Rd (see (2.20) below).
(ii) There exists an exponent δp “ δppdq ą 0 such that the error term operator Eλ satisfies
the maximal inequality››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
|Eλf |
›››
p
Àε Λ´δp`ε}f}p (1.8)
for any fixed ε ą 0; in particular, one can choose δ2 “ min
`
1
4
, 1
8
pd´ 8q˘.
In view of (1.6), Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 below,
which establishes the boundedness on ℓppZdq of the maximal operator
M˚f “ sup
λPN
|Mλf |.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we demonstrate several
technical lemmas, mostly from number theory, to be used later on. Section 3 provides an
outline of the proof of Theorem 3, breaking it up into several key propositions. The key idea
there is the application of the Hardy–Littlewood circle method to decompose the operator
Tλ and its Fourier multiplier into major and minor arc contributions. We analyze those
contributions separately in Sections 4 and 5, using the results developed in Section 2 as well
as various new techniques described therein. In Section 6, we sketch the proof of Theorem 2.
Since that proof tracks closely the proof of Theorem 3, we focus primarily on explaining
the necessary modifications. Section 7 contains some remarks on connections between our
results and questions about the distribution of equilateral triangles with vertices in Zd. We
close the paper, in Section 8, with some discussion in support of the conjecture we made
above that the optimal ranges for d and p in Theorem 1 should be d ě 7 and p ą d{pd´ 3q.
In particular, we demonstrate that a hypothetical bound for the exponential sum SNpα; ξ, ηq
below will yield the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 3 for d ě 7 and p ą d{pd´ 3q.
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2. Background material
Most of the work in this section concerns the analysis of the exponential sum
SNpα; ξ, ηq “
ÿ
|x|ďN
ÿ
|y|ďN
epα ¨ φpx, yq ` ξx` ηyq,
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which is the cornerstone of our application of the circle method.
The first two lemmas provide bounds for the exponential sum gpq; a, m, nq defined in
(1.3). Henceforth, we abbreviate gcdpa, b, . . . q and lcmra, b, . . . s as pa, b, . . . q and ra, b, . . . s,
respectively.
Lemma 1. Suppose that pq, a1, a2, a3q “ 1. Then
|gpq; a, m, nq| À q´1pq, a1a3 ´ a22q1{2 “: q´1wqpaq.
Proof. We have
q4|gpq; a, m, nq|2 “
qÿ
h,k“1
qÿ
x,y“1
eqpF px, y, h, kqq,
where
F px, y, h, kq “ a1hp2x` hq ` 2a2pxk ` yh` hkq ` a3kp2y ` kq `mh ` nk
“ 2xpa1h ` a2kq ` 2ypa2h` a3kq ` fph, kq, say.
Thus,
q4|gpq; a, m, nq|2 “
qÿ
h,k“1
eq
`
fph, kq˘ qÿ
x,y“1
eq
`
2xpa1h` a2kq ` 2ypa2h` a3kq
˘
ď q2νpq; 2aq, (2.1)
where νpq; aq denote the number of solutions ph, kq P Z2q of the pair of congruences
a1h` a2k ” a2h ` a3k ” 0 pmod qq. (2.2)
The arithmetic function νpq; aq is multiplicative in q and satisfies
νpq; 2aq “
#
νpq; aq if q is odd,
4νpq{2; aq if q is even.
Therefore, the lemma will follow from (2.1), if we show that, for pr | q,
νppr; aq ď ppr, a1a3 ´ a22q. (2.3)
Consider (2.2) with q “ pr and write ps “ ppr, a1a3´a22q. By hypothesis, we have pai, pq “ 1
for some 1 ď i ď 3: say, pa1, pq “ 1. Let a1 denote the multiplicative inverse of a1 modulo pr.
Then (2.2) gives
h ” ´a1a2k pmod prq, pa1a3 ´ a22qk ” 0 pmod prq.
The latter congruence determines k modulo pr´s, so there are ps possibilities for k; and
for each of those k, there is a single choice for h. Hence, (2.2) with q “ pr has exactly ps
solutions. This establishes (2.3). 
Lemma 2. Let wqpaq be the function appearing in the statement of Lemma 1. Then, for
real s ě 2, one has ÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
wqpaqs ď τpqq2qs{2`2, (2.4)
where τpqq is the number of positive divisors of q.
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Proof. Both sides of (2.4) are multiplicative in q, so it suffices to consider the case q “ pm,
with p prime. In this case, the left side of (2.4) becomes
mÿ
k“0
psk{2νppm; kq,
where νppm; kq is the number of triples a1, a2, a3 with
1 ď ai ď pm, pp, a1, a2, a3q “ 1, ppm, a1a3 ´ a22q “ pk. (2.5)
Let k ą 0 and suppose that pp, a1q “ 1. Then the congruence
a1a3 ” a22 pmod pkq,
which is implicit in (2.5), has pm´k solutions a3 for each choice of a1, a2. By symmetry, a
similar conclusion holds also when pp, a3q “ 1. Hence,
νppm; kq ď 2p3m´k ` ν0ppm; kq,
where ν0ppm; kq is the number of triples a1, a2, a3 with
1 ď ai ď pm, pp, a1, a3q “ p, pp, a2q “ 1, ppm, a1a3 ´ a22q “ pk.
Since the last three conditions are inconsistent when k ą 0, we conclude that
νppm; kq ď 2p3m´k. (2.6)
Combining (2.6) and the trivial bound νppm; 0q ď p3m, we deduce that
mÿ
k“0
psk{2νppm; kq ď p3m ` 2p3m
mÿ
k“1
pkps{2´1q
ď p3m ` 2mpmps{2`2q ă τppmq2pmps{2`2q. 
The next lemma bounds for the exponential integral VNpβ; ξ, ηq defined in (1.4). It is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5 in [3].
Lemma 3. One has
|VNpβ; ξ, ηq| À N2∆p1`N2|β| `N |ξ| `N |η|q,
where ∆pxq “ x´1{2 logpx` 1q.
For our analysis of the exponential sum SNpα; ξ, ηq, we need to define sets of major and
minor arcs. When 1 ď P ď N and a, q P N with 1 ď a ď q ď P , we define the one-
dimensional major arc Mpq, aq as the closed interval
Mpq, aq “ MpN,P ; q, aq “
„
a
q
´ P
qN2
,
a
q
` P
qN2

. (2.7)
Major arcs in T3 are then defined as Cartesian products of single-dimensional ones in two
ways. Given a rational point
r “
ˆ
a1
q1
,
a2
q2
,
a3
q3
˙
“
ˆ
b1
q
,
b2
q
,
b3
q
˙
,
where
pa1, q1q “ pa2, q2q “ pa3, q3q “ pb1, b2, b3, qq “ 1,
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we consider two major arcs centered at r:
Npq; aq “Mpq1, a1q ˆMpq2, a2q ˆMpq3, a3q
and
Mpq;bq “ Mpq, b1q ˆMpq, b2q ˆMpq, b3q.
We then define the respective sets of major and minor arcs as
N “ NpP q “
ď
1ďaďqďP
pai,qiq“1
Npq; aq, n “ npP q “ T3zN, (2.8)
and
M “ MpP q “
ď
1ďaďqďP
pa1,a2,a3,qq“1
Mpq; aq, m “ mpP q “ T3zM. (2.9)
When α is in the set of minor arcs npP q, we bound SNpα; ξ, ηq using the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let the set of minor arcs n “ npP q be given by (2.8) with 1 ď P ď N . Then for
all ξ, η P T,
sup
αPn
|SN pα; ξ, ηq| Àε N2`εP´1{2.
Proof. By Dirichlet’s theorem on Diophantine approximation, there exist rational approxi-
mations ai{qi, i “ 1, 2, 3, such that
|qiαi ´ ai| ď PN´2, pai, qiq “ 1, 1 ď qi ď N2P´1. (2.10)
Due to our assumption that α P n, we must have qi ą P for at least one index i, and by
symmetry, we may assume that i “ 1 or 2.
We have
|SNpα; ξ, ηq|2 ď N
ÿ
|y|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|x|ďN
e
`
α1x
2 ` 2α2xy ` ξx
˘ˇˇˇˇ2
ď N
ÿ
|y|ďN
ÿ
|h|ď2N
ÿ
xPIphq
e
`
α1hp2x` hq ` 2α2hy ` ξh
˘
ď N
ÿ
|k|ď4N
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
xPIpk{2q
epα1kxq
ˇˇˇˇ
¨
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|y|ďN
epα2kyq
ˇˇˇˇ
À N3 `N
ÿ
kď4N
2ź
j“1
min
`
N, }αjk}´1
˘
,
where Iphq is a subinterval of r´N,Ns that depends on h and }x} “ mint|x ´ n| : n P Zu.
Since we have (2.10), we can now apply Lemma 2.2 in Vaughan [48] to deduce that, for
i “ 1, 2,
|SN pα; ξ, ηq|2 À N4
`
q´1i `N´1 ` qiN´2
˘
logN.
The lemma follows on recalling that P ă qi ď N2{P for at least one of i “ 1 or 2. 
Next, we establish a local approximation for SNpα; ξ, ηq when α is on a major arcMpq; aq.
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Lemma 5. Let α P T3, ξ, η P T, q P N, a P Z3 with pq, a1, a2, a3q “ 1, m,n P Z, and suppose
that ˇˇˇˇ
ξ ´ m
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
2q
,
ˇˇˇˇ
η ´ n
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
2q
.
Then
SNpα; ξ, ηq “ gpq; a, m, nqVNpβ; θ1, θ2q `O
`
qNp1`N2|β|q˘,
where β “ α´ q´1a, θ1 “ ξ ´m{q, θ2 “ η ´ n{q.
Proof. The result follows by partial summation from the asymptotic formulaÿ
XănďY
n”a pmod qq
epθnq “ 1
q
ż Y
X
epθxq dx`Op1q, (2.11)
where a, q P N and |θ| ď p2qq´1.
Let
Sr,spα; ξ, ηq “
ÿ
|x|ďN
x”r pmod qq
ÿ
|y|ďN
y”s pmod qq
e
`
α ¨ φpx, yq ` ξx` ηy˘.
By splitting the terms in SNpα; ξ, ηq according to their residues modulo q, we get
SNpα; ξ, ηq “
qÿ
r,s“1
Sr,spα; ξ, ηq
“
qÿ
r,s“1
eqpa ¨ φpr, sq `mr ` nsqSr,spβ; θ1, θ2q. (2.12)
For a fixed x, |x| ď N , partial summation over y and (2.11) yieldÿ
|y|ďN
y”s pmod qq
e
`
2β2xy ` β3y2 ` θ2y
˘ “ 1
q
ż N
´N
e
`
2β2xy ` β3y2 ` θ2y
˘
dy `O`1`N2|β|˘.
Similarly, for a fixed y, |y| ď N , we getÿ
|x|ďN
x”r pmod qq
e
`
β1x
2 ` 2β2xy ` θ1x
˘ “ 1
q
ż N
´N
e
`
β1x
2 ` 2β2xy ` θ1x
˘
dx`O`1`N2|β|˘.
Together, these two approximations give
Sr,spβ; θ1, θ2q “ q´2VNpβ; θ1, θ2q `O
`
q´1Np1`N2|β|q˘.
The claim of the lemma follows from this approximation and (2.12). 
When P is not too large, Lemmas 4 and 5 can be combined to extend the bound of
Lemma 4 to the wider set of minor arcs mpP q defined by (2.9). The next lemma provides
the details.
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Lemma 6. Let the set of minor arcs m “ mpP q be given by (2.9) with 1 ď P ď N . Then
for all ξ, η P T,
sup
αPm
|SN pα; ξ, ηq| Àε N2`εP´1{2 `NP 3. (2.13)
In particular, if 1 ď P ď N2{7,
sup
αPm
|SN pα; ξ, ηq| Àε N2`εP´1{2.
Proof. Let N and n be the sets of major and minor arcs defined by (2.8). When α P n, the
bound (2.13) follows from Lemma 4, so we may focus on the case when α P NXm. Suppose
that α P Npq; aq and define
bi “ aiq
qi
, βi “ αi ´ ai
qi
“ αi ´ bi
q
p1 ď i ď 3q,
where q “ rq1, q2, q3s. We remark that since pai, qiq “ 1 for all i, one has pq, b1, b2, b3q “ 1
and Mpq;bq Ď Npq; aq. Since α P m, we must have
q ě P or α P Npq; aqzMpq;bq,
and hence,
pq ` qN2|β|q´1{2 ď P´1{2. (2.14)
Choose integers m,n such that
|qξ ´m| ď 1
2
, |qη ´ n| ď 1
2
.
Lemma 5 gives
SNpα; ξ, ηq “ gpq;b, m, nqVNpβ; θ1, θ2q `O
`
qNp1`N2|β|q˘, (2.15)
where |θi| ď p2qq´1. We have
qp1`N2|β|q ď q1q2q3p1` Pq´11 ` Pq´12 ` Pq´13 q À P 3.
We now use Lemmas 1 and 3 to bound the main term in the approximation (2.15) and obtain
SNpα; ξ, ηq Àε N2`εpq ` qN2|β|q´1{2 `NP 3. (2.16)
The lemma follows from (2.16) and (2.14). 
Our next lemma provides an upper bound for SNpα; ξ, 0q for α P Npq; aq that is stronger
than (2.16) above. It leads immediately to a stronger version of Lemma 6 in the special
case η “ 0. Without this result, the range of p in Theorems 1 and 3 would be significantly
reduced. The proof of this lemma is too technical to include here and will appear as a part
of a forthcoming work of the second author [34]. It is based on the results of Vaughan [49]
on quadratic Weyl sums and uses a more sophisticated version of the ideas behind the proof
of Proposition 1 in Section 4 below (in particular, see (4.8)).
Lemma 7. Let 1 ď P ď 0.1N1{2 and let N “ NpP q be the set of major arcs given by (2.8).
Then for all α P Npq; aq and ξ P T, one has
|SNpα; ξ, 0q| Àε N
2`ε
pq ` qN2|β|q1{2 `NP
1{2`ε,
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where q “ rq1, q2, q3s and βi “ αi ´ ai{qi. Moreover, if m “ mpP q is the respective set of
minor arcs given by (2.9), one has
sup
αPm
|SNpα; ξ, 0q| Àε N2`εP´1{2.
The next lemma is Theorem 2.1 of Bourgain and Demeter [8].
Lemma 8. For s ě 1, let Js,2,2pNq denote the number of solutions of the system
sÿ
i“1
xki y
l
i “
2sÿ
i“s`1
xki y
l
i p1 ď k ` l ď 2; k, l ě 0q,
in integers x1, y1, . . . , xs, ys P r´N,Ns. Then, for every fixed ε ą 0, one has
Js,2,2pNq Àε N2s`ε `N4s´8`ε.
Lemma 8 is, in fact, a bound for the 2s-th moment of the exponential sum SNpα; ξ, ηq
where we average over all five arguments. The next lemma provides an alternative bound
for the sixth moment of SN pα; ξ, ηq where we average only over α.
Lemma 9. For all ξ, η P T and any fixed ε ą 0, one hasż
T3
|SNpα; ξ, ηq|6 dα Àε N6`ε.
Proof. The given integral is bounded above by the number of solutions of the system
xk1y
l
1 ` xk2yl2 ` xk3yl3 “ xk4yl4 ` xk5yl5 ` xk6yl6 pk ` l “ 2; k, l ě 0q
in integers x1, y1, . . . , x6, y6 P r´N,Ns. We denote this quantity by T pNq. Also, for a, c P N
and b P Z, let
νpa, b, cq “ # x,y P Z3 : |x|2 “ a, |y|2 “ c, x ¨ y “ b(.
We have
T pNq ď
ÿ
0ďa,cďX
ÿ
|b|ďX
νpa, b, cq2, (2.17)
where X “ 3N2.
By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, νpa, b, cq is positive only if b2 ď ac. When b2´ ac ă 0,
Corollary 1.3 in a recent preprint of Bourgain and Demeter [9] gives
νpa, b, cq Àε gcdpa, b, cqpabcqε.
From this, we deduce thatÿ
1ďa,cďX
ÿ
|b|ă?ac
νpa, b, cq2 Àε Xε
ÿ
1ďa,cďX
ÿ
|b|ďX
pa, b, cq2
Àε Xε
ÿ
dďX
d2
ˆ ÿ
1ďa,cďX
d|a,d|c
ÿ
|b|ďX
d|b
1
˙
Àε X3`ε
ÿ
dďX
d´1 Àε X3`ε. (2.18)
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On the other hand, we haveÿ
|b|ďX
ÿ
ac“b2
0ďa,cďX
νpa, b, cq2 ď
ÿ
|b|ďX
ÿ
ac“b2
0ďa,cďX
r3paq2r3pcq2,
where r3paq is the number of representations of a as the sum of three squares. Using the
bound
r3pnq Àε n1{2`ε ` 1,
we deduce that ÿ
|b|ďX
ÿ
ac“b2
0ďa,cďX
νpa, b, cq2 Àε
ÿ
0ďaďX
a1`ε `
ÿ
1ďbďX
ÿ
ac“b2
1ďa,cďX
pacq1`ε
Àε X2`ε `X2`ε
ÿ
bďX
τpb2q Àε X3`ε. (2.19)
The lemma follows from (2.17)–(2.19). 
Let us define the integral
INpλ; ξq “
ż
R3
" dź
j“1
VNpβ; ξj, 0q
*
ep´λspβqq dβ.
In the next lemma, we show that when d ě 7 and N2 ě λ, its value is in fact independent
of N and can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the surface measure on the
unit sphere in Rd.
Lemma 10. When d ě 7 and N2 ě λ, the singular integral INpλ; ξq is absolutely convergent
and satisfies
INpλ; ξq “ cdλd´3ĂdSpλ1{2ξq,
where cd ą 0 is a constant that depends only on the dimension andĂdSpξq “ ż
Sd´1
epξ ¨ xq dS (2.20)
is the Fourier transform of the Euclidean surface measure on the unit sphere in Rd.
Proof. The absolute convergence of INpλ; ξq follows from Lemma 3, and a simple rescaling
of the variables shows that
INpλ; ξq “ λd´3INλp1;λ1{2ξq,
where Nλ “ Nλ´1{2. Hence, we may focus on INp1; ξq with N ě 1. Through the rest of this
proof, we write Bd for the d-dimensional Euclidean unit ball and Qd for the d-dimensional
cube r´N,Nsd. We also define the polynomials
fpxq “ 1´ |x|2, gpx,yq “ 2x ¨ y ´ 1.
We have
INp1; ξq “
ż
Qd´1
ż
Qd´1
ż
R
epβ2gpx,yq ` ξ1 ¨ xqUpβ2;x,yq dβ2 dx dy,
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where ξ “ pξ1, ξdq and
Upβ2;x,yq “
ż
R2
VNpβ; ξd, 0qep´β1fpxq ´ β3fpyqq dβ1dβ3.
We can rewrite the integral VNpβ; ξ, 0q as
VNpβ; ξ, 0q “
ż N2
0
ż N2
0
cosp4πβ2
?
uvq cosp2πξ?uqepβ1u` β3vq du dv?
uv
.
Hence, we can apply Fourier inversion to the integral over β1 and β3 to deduce that
Upβ2;x,yq “
cos
`
4πβ2
a
fpxqfpyq˘ cos `2πξdafpxq˘a
fpxqfpyq ,
with x,y restricted to the set where 0 ď fpxq, fpyq ď N2. The latter conditions restrict x
and y to the unit ball Bd´1, which is a proper subset of their original domain Qd´1 when
N ě 1. In particular, it becomes apparent that the parameter N in the definition of Qd is
superfluous as long as N ě 1. Thus,
INp1; ξq “ I1p1; ξq “: Ipξq.
We now split the last coordinates of the variables x,y: x “ px1, uq and y “ py1, vq,
with u, v P R. This allows us to rewrite Ipξq once again in a different form, suitable for a
subsequent application of Fourier inversion. Namely,
Ipξq “
ż
Bd´1
ż
Bd´2
F px, ξq
ż
R
Jpx,y1, βqepβgpx1,y1qq dβ dx dy
1a
fpxq , (2.21)
where
F px, ξq “ epξ1 ¨ xq cos `2πξdafpxq˘,
Jpx,y1, βq “
ż?fpy1q
´
?
fpy1q
cos
`
4πβ
a
fpxqpfpy1q ´ v2q˘a
fpy1q ´ v2 ep2βuvq dv
“
ż 1
´1
cos
`
4πβ
a
fpxqfpy1qp1´ v2q˘?
1´ v2 e
`
2β
a
fpy1quv˘dv
“ 1
2
ÿ
jPt1,2u
ż 1
´1
e
`
2β
a
fpy1q`uv ` p´1qjafpxqp1´ v2q˘˘ dv?
1´ v2 .
Inserting this into (2.21) and rescaling β, we get
Ipξq “ 1
4
ż
Bd´1
ż
Bd´2
ż
R
ÿ
jPt1,2u
Kjpx, θqe
ˆ
θgpx1,y1q
2
a
fpx1qfpy1q
˙
dθ
F px, ξq dx dy1a
fpxqfpx1qfpy1q , (2.22)
where
Kjpx, θq “
ż 1
´1
e
ˆ
θa
fpx1q
`
uv ` p´1qj
a
fpxqp1´ v2q˘˙ dv?
1´ v2 .
Define
αx “ arcsin
ˆ
ua
fpx1q
˙
, βj,x “ p´1qjαx.
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After some obvious changes of the variables, we find that, for j “ 1, 2,
Kjpx, θq “
ż pi{2
´pi{2
e
`
θpsinφ sinαx ` p´1qj cosφ cosαxq
˘
dφ
“
ż pi{2
´pi{2
e
`p´1qjθ cospφ´ βj,xq˘ dφ
“
ż pi`βj,x
βj,x
e
`p´1qjθ sinφ˘ dφ “ ˆż pi{2
βj,x
`
ż pi{2
´βj,x
˙
e
`p´1qjθ sinφ˘ dφ
“
ˆż 1
sinαx
`
ż 1
´ sinαx
˙
e
`p´1qjθv˘ dv?
1´ v2
“
ˆż ´ sinαx
´1
`
ż sinαx
´1
˙
e
`p´1qj`1θv˘ dv?
1´ v2 .
Thus, ÿ
jPt1,2u
Kjpx, θq “ 2
ż 1
´1
ep´θvq dv?
1´ v2 .
From this identity and (2.22), we obtain by Fourier inversion that
Ipξq “
ż
D
F px, ξq dx dy1b
fpxq`4fpx1qfpy1q ´ gpx1,y1q2˘ ,
where the domain of integration is the subset of Bd´1 ˆBd´2 where
|gpx1,y1q| ď 2
a
fpx1qfpy1q.
For a fixed x P Bd´1, the integral over y1 can be expressed as
Gpxq “ 1
2
a
fpxqfpx1q
ż
D
x
1
dya
fpyq ´ pz ¨ y ´ bq2 ,
where
b “ bpx1q “ 1
2
a
fpx1q , z “ zpx
1q “ x
1a
fpx1q ,
and Dx1 is the pd´ 2q-dimensional ellipsoid defined by the inequality
|y|2 ` pz ¨ y ´ bq2 ď 1.
Using basic algebra (repeated completion of the square) we can rewrite this inequality as
d´2ÿ
j“1
a2j pyj ` Ljpyqq2 `
b2
pa1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ad´2q2 ď 1,
where Ljpyq is an affine function in the variables yj`1, . . . , yd´2 and a1, . . . , ad´2 are defined
recursively by
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj “
b
1` z21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` z2j .
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In particular, a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ad´2 “ fpx1q´1{2. Hence,
Gpxq “ 1
2
a
fpxq
ż
|w|ď?3{2
dwb
3
4
´ |w|2
“: 2cda
fpxq ,
with a constant cd that depends only on the dimension.
Finally, we note that fpxq´1{2 dx, with x P Bd´1, is the standard surface measure on either
the positive or negative hemisphere in Rd. Hence,
Ipξq “ cd
ż
Sd´1
epξ ¨ xq dS.

3. Proof of Theorem 3
We assume that p ď 2. The starting point of our analysis is the observation that if λ ď Λ,
one has
Tλpf, gqpxq “ λ3´d
ż
T3
FN pα; f, gqpxqep´λspαqq dα, (3.1)
where N “ Λ1{2 and
FN pα; f, gqpxq “
ÿ
|u|ďN
ÿ
|v|ďN
epα ¨ φpu,vqqfpx´ uqgpx´ vq.
We analyze the integral in (3.1) using the Hardy–Littlewood circle method, decomposing
T3 into sets of major and minor arcs and estimating their respective contributions separately.
For any measurable set B Ă T3, we write
Tλpf ;Bq “ λ3´d
ż
B
FNpα; fqep´λspαqq dα, (3.2)
where FNpα; fq “ FN pα; f, 1q. We introduce also the dyadic maximal functions of these
operators:
T ˚Λ,Bf “ sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
|Tλpf ;Bq|.
We define the major and minor arcs by (2.9) with P “ 0.1N1{2 and obtain a decomposition
of Tλ as
Tλf “ Tλpf ;Mq ` Tλpf ;mq. (3.3)
The minor arc term on the right side of (3.3) is part of the error term Eλ in (1.7). In
Section 4, we establish the following bound for its dyadic maximal function.
Proposition 1. Let d ě 9 and p0pdq ă p ď 2. Then there exists an exponent αp “ αppdq ą 0
such that ››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
|Tλpf ;mq|
›››
p
Àε Λ´αp`ε}f}p (3.4)
for any fixed ε ą 0. In particular, we can choose α2 “ 18pd´ 8q.
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We now turn to Tλpf ;Mq. Since the major arcs are disjoint, we deduce that
Tλpf ;Mq “
ÿ
1ďaďqďP
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
Tλpf ;Mpq; aqq “:
ÿ
q,a
T
a{q
λ f.
Thus, we may analyze the contribution of each individual major arc separately. When
α P Mpq; aq, we develop a local approximation to the Fourier multiplier of FN pα; fq. We
use that approximation to guide our definition of an operator M
a{q
λ , which provides a good
approximation to T
a{q
λ for λ P rΛ{2,Λq. In Section 5.1, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let d ě 7 and q ď P . Then, for any fixed ε ą 0, one hasÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
T
a{q
λ ´Ma{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε q´1Λ´β2`ε}f}2, (3.5)
where β2 “ β2pdq “ minp14 , 18pd´ 6qq.
In Section 5.2, we study the operators M
a{q
λ further and show that, in fact,
8ÿ
q“1
ÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
M
a{q
λ “Mλ, (3.6)
where Mλ is the operator defined in the statement of Theorem 3. We also establish the
following result.
Proposition 3. Let d ě 7, d
d´1 ă p ď 2, and q P N. Then, for any fixed ε ą 0, one hasÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
››› sup
λPN
ˇˇ
M
a{q
λ f
ˇˇ›››
p
Àε q´d{p1`2`ε}f}p,
where 1
p1
“ 1´ 1
p
. Consequently, the maximal operator
M˚f “ sup
λPN
|Mλf |
is bounded from ℓppZdq to ℓppZdq when d
d´3 ă p ď 2.
Together, Propositions 1–3 suffice to establish the ℓ2-bound for the remainder term in the
approximation formula. Indeed, combining Propositions 2 and 3, we get››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ
Tλpf ;Mq ´Mλf
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε Λ´β2`ε}f}2. (3.7)
To extend this to the full range of p in the theorem, we interpolate between the case p “ 2
and a weaker bound, which we deduce from the following result on the dyadic maximal
function T ˚
M
.
Proposition 4. If d ě 7 and d
d´3 ă p ď 2, one has››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
|T pf ;Mq|
›››
p
À }f}p.
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We prove Proposition 4 in Section 5.3. Here, we will use this proposition to complete the
proof of Theorem 3. Observe that Propositions 3 and 4 give››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ
Tλpf ;Mq ´Mλf
ˇˇ›››
p
À }f}p (3.8)
for all p ą d{pd ´ 3q. Thus, for any r in the range d
d´3 ă r ă 2, we can interpolate between
(3.7) and the case p “ d
d´3 ` η of (3.8), with η ą 0 sufficiently small. We get››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ
Tλpf ;Mq ´Mλf
ˇˇ›››
r
Àε Λ´θpβ2`εq}f}r,
where θ is defined by
1
r
“ θ
2
` 1´ θ
p
.
In combination with Proposition 1, this proves (1.8) with δp “ minpαp, θβ2q.
4. Minor arc analysis
We begin our minor arc analysis with a reduction step that relates the operator norm of
a maximal operator like T ˚
m
to a mean value of an exponential sum. The reduction step uses
the following variant of Lemma 7 in [2].
Lemma 11. Let X “ Tk or Rk, for some k P N, and let Tλ, λ P L, be convolution operators
on ℓ2pZdq with Fourier multipliers given by
xTλpξq “ ż
X
Kpα; ξqep´λΦpαqq dα,
where Φ : X Ñ R is continuous and Kp¨; ξq P L1pXq is a kernel independent of λ. Further,
define the maximal function
T ˚fpxq “ sup
λ
|Tλfpxq|.
Then
}T ˚f}2 ď }f}2
ż
X
sup
ξPTd
|Kpα; ξq| dα. (4.1)
In the proof of Proposition 1, we apply (4.1) with X “ T3 and K “ FN ¨ 1m, where
FNpα; ξq “
dź
j“1
SNpα; ξj, 0q. (4.2)
The supremum over ξ on the right side of (4.1) then stands in the way of a direct application
of results from analytic number theory. Our next lemma overcomes this obstacle; its proof
is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [1].
Lemma 12. If s P N and B Ď T3 is a measurable set, thenż
B
sup
ξ,η
|SN pα; ξ, ηq|2s dα À N2
ż
B
ż
T2
|SNpα; ξ, ηq|2s dξdη dα.
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Proof of Proposition 1. First, we consider the case p “ 2. We may assume that }f}2 “ 1.
Lemma 11 and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality then give
}T ˚
m
f}2 À Λ3´d
ż
m
sup
ξPTd
|FNpα; ξq| dα
À Λ3´d
ż
m
sup
ξPT
|SNpα; ξ, 0q|d dα. (4.3)
Observe that our choice of major and minor arcs is driven by Lemma 7: by setting P to
the maximum value permitted in that lemma, we have
sup
αPm
|SN pα; ξ, 0q| Àε N7{4`ε, (4.4)
for any fixed ε ą 0 and all ξ P T. We apply (4.4) to all but eight copies of SNpα; ξ, 0q on the
right side of (4.3) and obtain
}T ˚
m
f}2 Àε Λ´5N p8´dq{4`ε
ż
T3
sup
ξPT
|SNpα; ξ, 0q|8 dα.
Lemma 12 now yields
}T ˚
m
f}2 Àε Λ´4N p8´dq{4`ε
ż
T3
ż
T2
|SNpα; ξ, ηq|8 dξdη dα
Àε Λ´4N p8´dq{4`εJ4,2,2pNq Àε N p8´dq{4`2ε, (4.5)
by Lemma 8.
Next, we bound T ˚
m
on ℓ1pZdq. From (3.2), we get
}T ˚
m
f}1 À Λ3´d}f}1
ż
m
" ÿ
|x|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq
ˇˇˇˇ*d
dα.
If either α2 or α3 lies in the one-dimensional set of minor arcs mpP q, the proof of Lemma 4
with the roles of x and y switched yieldsÿ
|x|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq
ˇˇˇˇ
Àε N2`εP´1{2.
Hence, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,
}T ˚
m
f}1 À Λ3}f}1
"
P´d{2`ε `N´d´1
ż
K
ÿ
|x|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq
ˇˇˇˇd
dα2dα3
*
, (4.6)
where K are the two-dimensional major arcs
K “MpP q ˆMpP q.
When α3 “ a3{q3 ` β3 P Mpq3, a3q, with pa3, q3q “ 1 and 1 ď q3 ď P , Theorem 8 of
Vaughan [49] givesÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq “ 1
q3
ˆ q3ÿ
r“1
eq3
`
a3r
2 `mxr
˘˙ ż N
´N
e
`
β3y
2 ` θxy
˘
dy `OpP 1{2q,
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where mx is the unique integer with
´1
2
ď 2q3xα2 ´mx ă 1
2
and θx “ 2α2x´mx{q3. If |θx| ě 3P {pq3Nq, we deduce thatÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq Àε NP´1{2,
and so (4.6) yields
}T ˚
m
f}1 À Λ3}f}1
"
P´d{2`ε `N´d´1
ż
K
ÿpαq
|x|ďN
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq
ˇˇˇˇd
dα2dα3
*
, (4.7)
where the notation
řpαq indicates that we are summing only over x with |θx| ă 3P {pq3Nq.
When |x| ď N , under the latter condition, we have
|q2mx ´ 2q3xa2| ď q2|mx ´ 2q3xα2| ` 2q3|x| ¨ |q2α2 ´ a2|
ď 3q2PN´1 ` 2q3|x|PN´2 ď 5P 2N´1 ă 1.
Therefore,
mx
q3
“ 2xa2
q2
.
We conclude that for those α and x that appear on the right side of (4.7), Vaughan’s
approximation can be rewritten asÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq “ 1
q
ˆ qÿ
r“1
eq
`
b3r
2 ` 2b2xr
˘˙ ż N
´N
e
`
β3y
2 ` 2β2xy
˘
dy `OpP 1{2q,
where
q “ rq2, q3s, bi “ aiq
qi
, β2 “ α2 ´ a2
q2
“ α2 ´ b2
q
.
Since pq, b2, b3q “ 1, Theorems 7.1 and 7.3 in Vaughan [48] now giveÿ
|y|ďN
epα3y2 ` 2α2xyq Àε
ˆpq{q3, xq
q
˙1{2´ε
N
p1`N |xβ2| `N2|β3|q1{2 ` P
1{2
Àε q
´1{2`ε
3 N
p1`N2|β3|q1{2 ` P
1{2. (4.8)
Thus, the contribution of an individual major arc Kpq; aq “ Mpq2, a2q ˆ Mpq3, a3q to the
right side of (4.7) is bounded above by
P
q2q
d{2
3
ż
R
Nd´1`ε dβ3
p1`N2|β3|qd{2 `NP
d{2|Kpq; aq| Àε PN
d´3`ε
q2q
d{2
3
.
Summing this bound over the different choices for q, a, we deduce from (4.7) that
}T ˚
m
f}1 Àε Λ3´κ`ε}f}1, κ “
minpd, 12q
8
. (4.9)
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Interpolating between (4.5) and (4.9), we get (3.4) with
αp “
ˆ
d´ 8
8
˙ˆ
2´ 2
p
˙
` p3´ κq
ˆ
1´ 2
p
˙
“ d` 4´ 4κ
4
´ d` 16´ 8κ
4p
ą 0,
provided that p0pdq ă p ď 2. 
Remark 4.1. Note that in the above argument we interpolate between a non-trivial ℓ2-bound
and a non-trivial ℓ1-bound. This appears to be a novel feature in our work that leads to a
considerable strengthening of our main results. Indeed, the reader can easily check that if
we use the trivial version of (4.9) with κ “ 0, we get Theorems 1 and 3 only for
p ą d` 16
d` 4 .
While the idea we use to get a non-trivial bound on ℓ1 is clearly dependent on the bilinearity of
our operator, it is also quite general and should be applicable to other multilinear operators.
This idea of using the multilinearity to improve a certain linear estimate echoes a common
theme in harmonic analysis, yet perhaps is new in the discrete setting.
5. The major arcs
5.1. Proof of Proposition 2. We fix a major arc Mpq; aq and a function f P ℓ2pZdq, with
}f}2 “ 1. Also, we assume at first that d ě 9. Recall that the Fourier multiplier of T a{qλ can
be expressed asy
T
a{q
λ pξq “ λ3´deqp´λspaqq
ż
Mq
FNpq´1a` β; ξqep´λspβqq dβ,
where
Mq “ Mpq; aq ´ q´1a.
Lemma 5 suggests that a convolution with the following multiplier should define a good
approximation to T
a{q
λ :y
A
a{q
λ pξq “ λ3´deqp´λspaqq
ż
Mq
GNpβ, q, a; ξqep´λspβqq dβ,
where
GNpβ, q, a; ξq “ gpq; a,mqVNpβ; ξq,mq,
with mj “ tqξj ` 12u, ξq,m “ ξ ´ q´1m, and
gpq; a,mq “
dź
j“1
gpq; a, mj, 0q, VNpβ; ξq “
dź
j“1
VNpβ; ξj, 0q.
Let A
a{q
λ denote the convolution operator with this Fourier multiplier.
Similarly to (2.15) and (2.16) in the proof of Lemma 6 (but using the full strength of
Lemma 1 this time), we find that
SN pq´1a` β; ξ, ηq Àε w˜qN2`εΨpβq´1{2 `NΨpβq, (5.1)
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where
Ψpβq “ qp1`N2|β|q, w˜q “ q´1{2wqpaq, (5.2)
wqpaq being the function that appears in Lemmas 1 and 2.
When β PMq, we have Ψpβq ď 4P and w˜q ě P´1{2, so the first term on the right side of
(5.1) dominates the second. Thus, Lemma 5 and (5.1) giveˇˇ
FNpq´1a` β; ξq ´ GNpβ, q, a; ξq
ˇˇ Àε w˜d´1q N2d´1`εΨpβqp3´dq{2,
uniformly in ξ. Under the assumption d ě 9, we deduce thatż
Mq
sup
ξ
|FNpq´1a` β; ξq ´ GNpβ, q, a; ξq| dβ
Àε
ż
Mq
w˜d´1q q
p3´dq{2N2d´1`ε
p1`N2|β|qpd´3q{2 dβ Àε w˜
d´1
q q
p3´dq{2N2d´7`ε.
Using this bound and Lemma 11, we obtain››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
T
a{q
λ ´ Aa{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε w˜d´1q qp3´dq{2N´1`ε. (5.3)
Note that we have also
GNpβ, q, a; ξq “
ÿ
mPZd
1Qpqξ ´mqgpq; a,mqVNpβ; ξq,mq,
where 1Q is the indicator function of the unit cube r´12 , 12qd. It is clear from this represen-
tation of GN that its behavior changes abruptly as ξ moves around and m jumps from one
lattice point to a neighboring one. To mitigate this effect, we now approximate A
a{q
λ by the
convolution operator B
a{q
λ with Fourier multipliery
B
a{q
λ pξq “ λ3´deqp´λspaqq
ż
Mq
HN pβ, q, a; ξqep´λspβqq dβ,
where
HNpβ, q, a; ξq “
ÿ
mPZd
Φpqξ ´mqgpq; a,mqVNpβ; ξq,mq,
Φ being the smooth cutoff function that appears in the statements of Theorems 2 and 3.
The difference GN ´HN is supported on a set where 18 ď |qξj´mj | ď 12 for some j. For such
j, Lemma 3 yields
VNpβ; ξj ´mj{q, 0q Àε q1{2N3{2`ε.
We deduce that
sup
ξ
|GNpβ, q, a; ξq ´HN pβ, q, a; ξq| Àε
w˜dqq
p1´dq{2N2d´1{2`ε
p1`N2|β|qpd´1q{2 ,
and hence, ż
Mq
sup
ξ
|GN pβ, q, a; ξq ´HNpβ, q, a; ξ| dβ
Àε
ż
Mq
w˜dqq
p1´dq{2N2d´1{2`ε
p1`N2|β|qpd´1q{2 dβ Àε w˜
d
qq
p1´dq{2N2d´13{2`ε. (5.4)
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Lemma 11 and (5.4) give››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
A
a{q
λ ´Ba{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε w˜dqqp1´dq{2N´1{2`ε. (5.5)
Next, we approximate B
a{q
λ by the convolution operator M
a{q
λ with multiplierz
M
a{q
λ pξq “ λ3´deqp´λspaqq
ÿ
mPZd
Φpqξ ´mqgpq; a,mqJλpξq,m;R3q,
where
Jλpξ;Bq “
ż
B
VN pβ; ξqep´λspβqq dβ.
We can express
y
B
a{q
λ pξq in a matching form, with Jλpξ;Mqq in place of Jλpξ;R3q. Thus,
when d ě 7, we deduce from Lemmas 1, 3 and 11 that››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
B
a{q
λ ´Ma{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε
ż
Mcq
w˜dqq
´d{2N6
p1`N2|β|qd{2´ε dβ
Àε w˜dqq´3P 3´d{2`ε. (5.6)
Here, Mcq denotes the complement of the box Mq in R
3.
Using (5.3), (5.5), (5.6), and Lemma 2, we conclude thatÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
T
a{q
λ ´Ma{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε
ÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
`
q2´dN´1`ε ` q1´dN´1{2`ε ` q´p5`dq{2P 3´d{2`ε˘wqpaqd´1
Àε qp5´dq{2N´1{2`2ε ` q´1P 3´d{2`2ε.
This completes the proof of the proposition when d ě 9.
Suppose now that d “ 7 or 8. A quick examination of the above argument reveals that
most of it carries without change. Indeed, the only place where a significant adjustment is
needed is inequality (5.3), which changes to››› sup
λPrΛ{2,Λq
ˇˇ`
T
a{q
λ ´ Aa{qλ
˘
f
ˇˇ›››
2
Àε w˜d´1q q´3P p9´dq{2N´1`ε. (5.7)
Since the resulting contribution to the approximation error is still dominated by the contri-
bution coming from inequality (5.5), this change does not affect the final result. 
5.2. The main term. Recall Lemma 10. Since Jλpξ;R3q in the definition of the operator
M
a{q
λ is really the integral INpλ; ξq in that lemma, we see that when λ ă Λ, we can rewritez
M
a{q
λ in a scale-independent form. Namely,z
M
a{q
λ pξq “ cdeqp´λspaqq
ÿ
mPZd
Φpqξ ´mqgpq; a,mqĂdS`λ1{2pξ ´ q´1mq˘,
where cd ą 0 and ĂdSpξq are as in Lemma 10. This representation allows us to give a quick
proof of Proposition 3 and also verifies (3.6).
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Proof of Proposition 3. The above form of the multiplier
z
M
a{q
λ pξq matches closely the form
of the analogous multiplier in the work of Magyar, Stein and Wainger [39]. In particular, the
work in Section 3 of [39] goes through for M
a{q
λ with minimal modifications. Using Lemma 1
in place of the bound for the classical Gauss sum in the proof of [39, Proposition 3.1(a)], we
find that, for p ą d{pd´ 1q,››› sup
λPN
ˇˇ
M
a{q
λ f
ˇˇ›››
p
À q´2d{p1wqpaq2d{p1}f}p.
An appeal to Lemma 2 then completes the proof. 
5.3. Proof of Proposition 4. We revisit the dyadic maximal operator T ˚
Mpq;aq. By (3.2)
and Minkowski’s inequality, we have
}T ˚
Mpq;aqf}p À Λ3´d
ż
Mpq;aq
}FN pα; fq}p dα. (5.8)
Recall (5.1) and the observation we made earlier that, when q´1a`β PMpq; aq, the second
term on the right side of that inequality is superfluous. From (4.2) and (5.1), we get
FNpα; ξq Àε w˜dqN2dΨpαq´d{2`ε, (5.9)
where w˜q is given by (5.2) and Ψpαq is defined on Mpq; aq as
Ψpαq “ q `N2|qα´ a|.
In ℓ2pZdq, the Parseval–Plancherel identity and (5.9) give
}FNpα; fq}22 “
ż
Td
|FNpα; ξqfˆpξq|2 dξ
Àε w˜2dq N4dΨpαq´d`ε
ż
Td
|fˆpξq|2 dξ “ w˜2dq N4dΨpαq´d`ε}f}22.
We combine this inequality with the trivial ℓ1-bound
}FNpα; fq}1 À N2d}f}1.
When 1 ă p ă 2, interpolation between these two inequalities yields
}FNpα; fq}p Àε w˜2d{p
1
q N
2dΨpαq´d{p1`ε}f}p, (5.10)
where 1{p1 “ 1´ 1{p.
Fix a function f P ℓppZdq with }f}p “ 1. Applying (5.10) to the right side of (5.8), we
conclude that
}T ˚
Mpq;aqf}p Àε w˜2d{p
1
q N
6
ż
Mpq;aq
Ψpαq´d{p1`ε dα
Àε q´d{p1`εw˜2d{p1q
ż
|β|ďP {q
p1` |β|q´d{p1`ε dβ
Àε q´2d{p1`εwqpaq2d{p1, (5.11)
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provided that d{p1 ą 3 and ε ą 0 is chosen sufficiently small. Finally, we sum (5.11) over all
major arcs to bound }T ˚
M
f}p. When d{p1 ą 3, we obtain
}T ˚
M
f}p ď
ÿ
q,a
}T ˚
Mpq;aqf}p À
ÿ
1ďaďqďP
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
q´2d{p
1`εwqpaq2d{p1
Àε
ÿ
qďP
q´d{p
1`2`ε Àε 1,
after using Lemma 2 once again. Since the condition d{p1 ą 3 is equivalent to the hypothesis
p ą d
d´3 , the proposition follows. 
6. Counting lattice points: Proof of Theorem 2
Similarly to (3.1), we have xTλpξ,ηq “ Rλpξ,η;T3q,
where
Rλpξ,η;Bq “ λ3´d
ż
B
FNpα; ξ,ηqep´λspαqq dα,
with N “ λ1{2 and
FNpα; ξ,ηq “
dź
j“1
SN pα; ξj, ηjq.
We apply the circle method to Rλpξ,η;T3q, using a Hardy–Littlewood decomposition given
by (2.9) with P “ N2{7. Note that with this choice, Lemma 6 yields
sup
αPm
|SN pα; ξ, ηq| Àε N13{7`ε. (6.1)
It is straightforward to adapt the proof of Proposition 2 in Section 5.1 to show that
Rλpξ,η;Mq “ λ3´d
ÿ
qďP
ÿ
m,nPZd
Gλpq;m,nqΦqpξq,mqΦqpηq,nqJλpξq,m,ηq,nq `Oε
`
P´1{2`ε
˘
,
where
Jλpξ,ηq “
ż
R3
VN pβ; ξ,ηqep´λspβqq dβ.
We have
Jλpξ,ηq “ λd´3Iλpξ,ηq,
where Iλpξ,ηq is the integral appearing in the statement of Theorem 2. Since Lemmas 1–3
give
Gλpq;m,nq Àε q´d{2`2`ε, Iλpξ,ηq À 1, (6.2)
we conclude that
Rλpξ,η;Mq “
8ÿ
q“1
ÿ
m,nPZd
Gλpq;m,nqΦqpξq,mqΦqpηq,nqIλpξq,m,ηq,nq `Oε
`
P´1{2`ε
˘
.
On the other hand, by (4.2), (6.1) and a variant of (4.3),
Rλpξ,η;mq Àε N´6`p6´dq{7`ε
ż
T3
|SN pα; ξj, ηjq|6 dα
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for some j ď d. Lemma 9 then gives
Rλpξ,η;mq Àε N p6´dq{7`ε,
and this completes the proof of (1.5).
When ξ “ η “ 0, the sum over m,n on the right side of (1.5) always picks its contribution
from the term m “ n “ 0. Thus,xTλp0, 0q “ SpλqIλp0, 0q `Oε`λ´1{14`ε˘, (6.3)
where
Spλq “
8ÿ
q“1
Gλpq; 0, 0q.
Since Iλp0, 0q is also the integral I1pλ; 0q in the notation of Lemma 10, that lemma gives
1 À Iλp0, 0q À 1.
The second claim of Theorem 2 is therefore an immediate consequence of (6.3) and the
following result.
Lemma 13. Let d ě 7 and λ P N be even. The singular series Spλq is absolutely convergent
and satisfies
1 À Spλq À 1. (6.4)
Sketch of proof. The absolute convergence of Spλq and the upper bound in (6.4) follow
from (6.2). As to the lower bound, we observe that similarly to Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11
in Vaughan [48], one can show that Gλpqq :“ Gλpq; 0, 0q is multiplicative in q. Together with
the absolute convergence of the series, this allows us to factor Spλq as an Euler product:
Spλq “
8ÿ
q“1
Gλpqq “
ź
p
`
1`Gλppq `Gλpp2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨
˘ “:ź
p
T ppq.
Similarly to the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.12 in Vaughan [48], we then see that
T ppq ě 0 and
T ppq “ lim
tÑ8
pp3´2dqtνdppt;λq,
where νdpq;λq is the number of solutions x,y P Zdq of the simultaneous congruences
dÿ
i“1
x2i ”
dÿ
i“1
y2i ” 2
dÿ
i“1
xiyi ” λ pmod qq.
Therefore, it remains to show that, for d ě 7, t ě 3, and λ even, we have
νdppt;λq ě
#
ppt´1qp2d´3q if p ą 2;
8 ¨ 2pt´2qp2d´3q if p “ 2.
The proof of this inequality is a standard Hensel-type argument that first constructs a
solution modulo p (resp., modulo 8) and then lifts that solution to ppt´1qp2d´3q solutions
modulo pt (resp., 2pt´2qp2d´3q`3 solutions modulo 2t). We omit the details and refer the reader
to Lemmas 2.13–2.15 in Vaughan [48] and Lemmas 5–7 in Raghavan [43]. In particular,
Lemma 2.15 in [48] is used to construct the initial solution modulo p for odd p, while the
proofs in [43] are indicative of the lifting argument (though considerably more technical due
to the more general setting in that paper). 
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7. Counting equilateral triangles
Motivated by the sharpness example for the Erdo˝s distance problem, where distances are
counted in an integer lattice, it is natural to count other point configurations in such a
lattice. In fact, counting triangles in the integer lattice has allowed for the only non-trivial
sharpness examples for Falconer type theorems for triangles [20]. One has to be careful with
counting equilateral triangles in Zd, for there are none in Z2; however, they do exist in higher
dimensions [4]. Characterizations have been given for equilateral triangles in Z3 [12,26] and
in Z4 [28]. Moreover, in dimensions d “ 3 and 4 and for small values of n, all integer
equilateral triangles in the cube r0, nsd have been counted using the Ehrhart polynomial:
see [12,27,28]. In those papers, the authors make also conjectures for the growth of the total
number of such triangles as n Ñ 8. Using the count of equilateral triangles established in
Theorem 2, we can answer such questions for d ě 7 and obtain an asymptotic upper bound
of n3d´4. This is achieved by observing that equilateral triangles pinned at every point in
r0, nsd X Zd must have a side length squared λ2 P t1, 2, . . . , dn2u and each such triangle
appears no more often than λ2pd´3q times. If our upper bound were to hold all the way
down to d “ 3, we would obtain an asymptotic upper bound of n5, which would match the
conjecture made in [27].
Falconer type theorems for triangles, established through incidence estimates, allow for
counting triangles in homogeneous and well distributed sets through a certain continuous to
discrete transference mechanism [22,30]. Dense subsets of the integer lattice, such as r0, nsdX
Zd, are stereotypical homogeneous and well distributed sets. Through the best incidence
estimates [18, 19] a fixed equilateral triangle in r0, nsd X Zd appears asymptotically no more
than n3d´
12d
3d`1 times when d ě 2, while here, through Theorem 2, we get an asymptotic
upper bound of n3d´6 when d ě 7, which is always smaller in corresponding dimensions.
If the incidence bounds, and therefore the Falconer type theorem for triangles, held true
for sets of Hausdorff dimension down to the threshold d
2
, as is conjectured in the case of
the distance, then the transference mechanisms would yield an upper bound coinciding with
what we obtain in this paper. However, as shown in [20], in the plane there is a sharpness
threshold of 3
2
as opposed to 1, for the Falconer type theorem for triangles. Is there yet again
different behavior in lower dimensions, or are equilateral triangles perhaps not the extremal
cases for the incidence theorems?
8. Final remarks
We now return to the question of relaxing the restrictions on p and d in Theorems 1 and 3.
A look back at Propositions 1–4 shows that the constraint d ě 9 is imposed by the treatment
of the minor arcs in Section 4, where it is made necessary by the use of Lemmas 11 and 12.
Were the supremum over ξ not present on the right side of (4.3), we would have been able
to refer to Lemma 9 instead of Lemma 8 to obtain versions of Proposition 1 and Theorems 1
and 3 for d ě 7 and p ą max ` 36
d`12 ,
d`6
d
˘
.
One way to circumvent the above issue is to switch from a conventional application of the
circle method to one where all the arcs are treated as major. This idea goes back to the work
of Kloosterman [33] on representations of the integers by diagonal forms in four variables; in
that context, it is known as the Kloosterman refinement of the circle method. Here, we will
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use a very basic form of this idea to demonstrate how one can leverage a hypothetical strong
version of inequality (5.1) above to bound our maximal operator for d ě 7 and p ą d{pd´3q.
We retain all the notation introduced in Sections 3–5, and in particular, the definitions of
M and m in (2.9), though here we choose P “ N θ, where θ ă 1 will be fixed shortly. Also,
we write Lpq; aq for the major arc NpN,N ;q, aq corresponding to the choice P “ N and
define
L “
ď
rq1,q2,q3sďP
ď
1ďaďq
pai,qiq“1
Lpq; aq.
We now assume the following stronger version of inequality (5.1): If 1 ď a ď q ď N , with
pai, qiq “ 1, and α P Lpq; aq, then for all ξ, η,
SNpα; ξ, ηq À w˜qN2`εpq `N2|qα´ b|q´1{2 `N1`ε, (8.1)
where
q “ rq1, q2, q3s, bi “ aiq
qi
p1 ď i ď 3q.
We will use this hypothesis to obtain an alternative version of Proposition 1 using an argu-
ment similar to that we used in Section 5.3 to establish Proposition 4.
Let f P ℓppZdq, d{pd ´ 3q ă p ď 2, with }f}p “ 1. Under the hypothesis (8.1), we find
similarly to (5.10) that
}FNpα; fq}p Àε N2d`ε
`
q´2d{p
1
wqpbq2d{p1p1`N2|β|q´d{p1 `N´2d{p1
˘
, (8.2)
where 1{p1 “ 1 ´ 1{p and βi “ αi ´ ai{qi “ αi ´ bi{q. When d{p1 ą 3 (recall that this
inequality is equivalent to p ą d{pd´ 3q), we deduce thatż
Lpq;aq
}FNpα; fq}p dα Àε N2d´6`ε
`
q´2d{p
1
wqpbq2d{p1 ` pq1q2q3q´1N3´2d{p1
˘
. (8.3)
By Dirichlet’s theorem on Diophantine approximation, the arcs Lpq; aq with 1 ď a ď q ď N
cover T3. Hence, summing (8.3) over all choices of q, a with q “ rq1, q2, q3s ą P , we getż
mzL
}FNpα; fq}p dα Àε N2d´6`ε
" ÿ
qąP
q´2d{p
1
ÿ
1ďaďq
pq,a1,a2,a3q“1
wqpaq2d{p1 `
ÿ
1ďqďN
N3´2d{p
*
Àε N2d´6`ε
" ÿ
qąP
q2´d{p
1`ε `N6´2d{p1
*
Àε N2d´6`εP 3´d{p1, (8.4)
by an appeal to Lemma 2. On the other hand, when rq1, q2, q3s ď P , (8.2) givesż
Lpq;aqzMpq;bq
}FNpα; fq}p dα
Àε N2d´6`ε
`
q´3´d{p
1
wqpbq2d{p1P 3´d{p1 ` pq1q2q3q´1N3´2d{p1
˘
,
whence ż
mXL
}FNpα; fq}p dα Àε N2d´6`εP 3´d{p1. (8.5)
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As in the proof of Proposition 4, combining (8.4) and (8.5), we obtain a version of Propo-
sition 1 for
d ě 7, p ą d
d´ 3 , αp “
θ
2
ˆ
d
p1
´ 3
˙
.
The proof of Proposition 3 is independent of the choice of P , and the above argument shows
that Proposition 4 remains true for all P ď N . As to Proposition 2, it is easy to check that
its proof also works for any P ď N , though the value of β2pdq is impacted by the value of θ.
When P “ N θ, the argument in Section 5.1 yields
β2pdq “ min
ˆ
2` θpd´ 9q
4
,
1
4
,
θpd´ 6q
4
˙
.
Therefore, when d ě 8, any choice of θ P r1
2
, 1q will result in β2pdq “ 14 , while for d “ 7, the
optimal choice of θ is θ “ 2
3
, resulting in β2p7q “ 16 . We summarize these observations in the
following proposition.
Proposition 5. Assume that inequality (8.1) above holds for all ξ, η P R and all α P Lpq; aq
with 1 ď a ď q ď N , pai, qiq “ 1. Then the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 3 hold for p ě 7
and p ą d
d´3 . Moreover, the value of δ2 in (1.8) can be chosen as δ2 “ min
`
1
4
, 1
6
pd´ 6q˘.
We remark that while our hypothetical bound (8.1) is quite strong and is not even close
to what is presently known about SNpα; ξ, ηq, it represents a reasonable conjecture. Indeed,
a strong form of the analogous bound for the one-dimensional Weyl sumÿ
|x|ďN
epαx2 ` ξxq
is known from the work of Vaughan [49].
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